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ABC News photo in Nantucket during 2015 blizzard



A statistically 
significant variation 

in climate data or 
patterns over a 

given period of time, 
due to either natural 
climate variability or 

human activity. 
 

What is climate change? 

King tide in Saugus, MA 
on 3-3-18 

From MyCoast website 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This definition of climate change is being used in the state HM&CA plan.What do you think of when you think of climate change?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of weather-related events around the country in 2017, believed to be results of growing climate change impacts. We can see record-breaking warm weather in Alaska, Hawaii, Arizona, Georgia, New Mexico, and North and South Carolina.  There was catastrophic flooding in Texas and the Mississippi valley region, while Florida and Puerto Rico suffered from extremely high damaging winds.  Long term drought occurred in our western states, as well as in the northern plains states. And Pennsylvania had 66 inches of record-breaking snow fall in 2 days at the very end of the year.From NOAA website, National Centers for Environmental Information, Assessing the US Climate in 2017, https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-201712

https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/sites/default/files/2017-us-significant-events-map.png


Climate driver 
The manifestation 
of a change in 
climatic conditions 
through one or 
more weather 
variables, 
such as a change 
in precipitation or 
sea level rise, 
to create an 
impact. 

 The Deerfield River in Shelburne Falls during Hurricane Irene in 2011. 
Photo by John Elder Robison 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(allow audience to read this) A climate driver happens when climate change pushes a climate condition to become extreme, such as extreme rainfall or heat.  These extremes then adversely impact the environment and the population.Let’s look at some of the climate drivers and their impacts (next slide)



Climate Drivers 
Primary Climate Driver Natural Hazard Related Climate Change Impacts 

Sea Level Rise and Storm Surge 

Coastal Flooding (including daily tidal 
flooding from sea level rise) 

Beach erosion, marsh migration, 
inundation of coastal and marine 
ecosystems, elimination of wetlands 

Hurricanes/ 
Tropical Storms 

Nor’easter 

Coastal Erosion 

Precipitation 

Extreme Precipitation Flash flooding, urban flooding, public 
health impacts from mold, worsened 
indoor air quality, vector-borne diseases 
from stagnant water 

Inland/Riverine Flooding 

Severe Winter Storm 

Ice Storms 

Landslide 

Dam Failure 

Temperature 

Increase in Average Summer 
Temperature 
  

Shifting in seasons (longer summer, 
early spring including earlier timing of 
spring peak flow), increase in length of 
growing season, increase of invasive 
species, frequent energy brown-outs 
from higher energy demands, public 
health impacts from high heat exposure, 
poor outdoor air quality 

Extreme Temperatures/Heat Waves 

Drought  

Wildfires 

Other Extreme Events 

Tornadoes Damage to property, infrastructure, and 
loss of life Tsunami 

Earthquake 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of climate drivers and their resulting extreme conditions. Some of these conditions have been experienced over the years, but some are relatively new, such as longer growing seasons or northward movement of invasive species.What do you see on this chart that might relate to the work that you do each day?



Climate Science 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate science provides projections on changes in temperature and precipitation means and extremes, and identifies associated climate variables.  The data is vetted by peer reviewers and key stakeholders, so that outliers can be identified.  These are some of the ways that climate change is measured.  (The drought photo was taken in Iran.)



Inland Flooding 

Deerfield River scene 
Tropical Storm Irene 2011 

• More intense  
and frequent downpours 
• Increased frequency  
of severe storms 
• Changes in precipitation  
can lead to increased periods of drought 

 
o Between 1954 and 2017, Essex County experienced the most FEMA flood 

disaster declaration (18), followed by Norfolk County (16.) 
o Based only upon historical disaster declarations, the Commonwealth 

experiences a substantial flood event once every 3 years (2017 data.) 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What types of impacts could increased flooding have to the assets you care for during your work at DCR?Environmental vulnerabilities: Animals can lose habitat during and after flooding. Riverbank and soil erosion transforms existing habitat and deposits sediments downstream. High levels of nutrients in existing soils can be washed into downstream ecosystems and lead to eutrophication.  Trails, roads and parkways can be damaged, leading to closing of parks, rerouting of traffic, and safety concerns.  Siting of safe places for firewood storage?



• Rising temperatures lead to warmer oceans 
• Warming air creates changes in global and 

regional circulation patterns 
 

o Warmer oceans offer additional moisture to forming storms, leading 
to more severe impacts 

o Research has found that increasing water temps and reduced sea 
ice in the Arctic are producing circulation patterns that favor the 
development of winter storms in the eastern US. 
 
 

March 21, 2018 Nor’easter 
NOAA photograph 

Winter storms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impacts to DCR workers/ customers:More extreme winter storms can result in direct mortality, habitat modification, and flooding when snow and ice melt. Reference the heavy wet snow that broke limbs and entire trees across that state during the second week of March 2018 (March storms #2 and 3.)  More resources spent on debris and snow removal?



Wildfire 

• Rising temps &  
changes in precipitation  
can lead to prolonged drought conditions 
• Rising temps can lead to more frequent lightning 

o Ecosystems most susceptible to wildfire are pitch pine, scrub oak, and oak 
forests. 

o According to a US Forest Service study, Barnstable and Plymouth Counties 
are the most fire-prone due to their vegetation and the presence of a 
drying wind. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Environmental impacts:Wildfires and the ash they produce can distort the flow of nutrients through an ecosystem, reducing the biodiversity that can be supported.  Impacts to forestry products and services?  Health hazards from smoke, etc.  Impacts on beneficial insect populations? 



Drought 

Adjacent to Route 3A in Cohasset 
Summer 2016 
Photo: Jonathan Wiggs/Boston Globe 

• Drought in the northeast is projects to increase 
during summer and fall as higher temps lead to 
greater evaporation and earlier winter and 
spring snow melt. 

• Rising temps and changes in precipitation is 
expected to lead to reduced snowpack.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How has drought affected your DCR work?Prolonged drought can have severe impacts on groundwater and surface water dependent ecosystems and natural resources.  Forests managed for timber or other economic uses could experience reduced growth rate or mortality during drought.  Drought can also increase the concentration of airborne pollutants, presenting health hazards for vulnerable populations.  If lakes and ponds are too low to maintain healthy water for swimming, they may have to be closed more often, impacting the lifeguard program.



https://necsc.umass.edu/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the reports posted on the UMass Northeast Climate Science Center website, showing various aspects of potential climate change impacts that may relate to DCR work.  You can visit this site and read about these and other climate science research.



Governor Baker’s EO 569 
I. Greenhouse gas emissions 

reduction & mitigation 
 
II. Regulations for Chapter 21N, 
Section 3(d)- the Climate 
Protection & Green Economy 
Act 
 
III. Adaptation and Resiliency 
 
IV. Climate change 
coordinators in each Executive 
Office 
 
V. Timeline for implementation 

 
NASA photo from 
https://climate.nasa.gov/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently available data indicate that 2014 GHG emissions in the state were 21% below the 1990 baseline level.  This was significantly below the GHG emissions projected in the “Business As Usual”  scenario, which estimates what emissions in 2009-2020 would be without implementing policies enabled by the 2008 Global Warming Solutions Act.Regulations that reduce energy use, increase efficiency and encourage renewable sources of energySection 3 is what we want to talk about today



Section 3-  
Adaptation & Resiliency 

 
“… to strengthen the resilience of our communities, prepare for 
the impacts of climate change, and to prepare for and mitigate 
damage from extreme weather events.” 
 
    - statewide Climate Adaptation Plan
    - framework for agency vulnerability 
       assessment 
    - strategies for local communities to 
       adapt 
    - requirements for implementation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 4 parts of Section 3. The second part requires state agencies to assess their vulnerability with regard to their assets, their function, and to the populations they serve.



The state 
hazard 
mitigation 
planning 
process 

1. Risk assessment of natural hazards (and climate change impacts) 
 

• What are our natural hazards? How will climate change affect us? 
• Where are the hazards located? 
• What “things” could be impacted? (Buildings, infrastructure, people, 

the natural environment…) 
• How badly would they be impacted? (How much damage?) 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step in developing a hazard mitigation plan is to understand what risks we face.This particular iteration of the state plan is the first time that we are including a comprehensive consideration of climate change, so our process has been adapted to bring in all available related climate data.  The largest effort for doing this means that we take global climate change data and “downscale” it to be more relevant to at least New England, if not just Massachusetts.At the end of this presentation I’ll give you some links to where most of this data can be found online.



2. Goals for minimizing or eliminating 
either the risk or the resulting 
damage (mitigation) 
What results do we want to see? 
How will we know if we’ve been 
effective? 

 
3. Strategies for dealing with the 
hazards (and climate impacts) 
Mitigation actions such as building 
stronger, building in the right places, 
being prepared, public awareness, 
insurance, etc. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because this is a statewide plan, we have taken every opportunity to pull in stakeholders from every sector of the Commonwealth, including local communities, regional planning agencies, real estate and economic development/ investment stakeholders, and of course state agency staff, as well as other partners at the federal or regional level.  The state has held numerous public engagement workshops and outreach activities through its project management team and planning consultants.  The state has also used social media to reach out to the general public for their feedback on some of the content and ideas in the draft plan.



Assessing Vulnerability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s think about our vulnerability to flooding, for example:	Exposure– is the asset exposed to flooding?  	Sensitivity- how sensitive is the asset to flooding?	Potential impact- how much damage could occur as a result of flooding?	Adaptive capacity- are we able to reduce those damages somehow?	Vulnerability- after above considerations, how likely is it that the asset would be damaged from flooding?



Why 
does 
this 
matter 
to 
you? 

Xyz 
Abc 
Xyz 

 Cover this 
This EnviroAtlas eco-wheel was created by Jessica Jahre, EPA contractor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why does it matter that DCR undertook this effort to begin to look at its vulnerabilities to natural hazards and climate change?Discussion



Mitigation measures? 
• Sea level rise: coastal flooding, coastal erosion 
• Changes in precipitation: inland flooding, landslides 
• Rising temperatures: extreme heat, drought, wildfire, invasive 

species 
• Extreme weather: hurricanes,  
     tropical storms, nor’easters,  
     tornadoes, heavy ice events 

 
 

What if the Nutria began to 
invade New England wetlands like 
they have in Louisiana? 
Photo: National Park Service 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What types of activities do you think would help to reduce damages from either natural hazards or climate change impacts?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of mitigation: DER is removing dams and restoring streams and stream habitats across the state. These activities help to recreate original floodplains at least in some part, which can help to reduce inland flooding.



LONG TERM VISION  
(CURRENT TO 2070 FLOOD PROTECTION) 

Example: Climate Ready Boston 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a community that’s planning for the future impacts of climate change.  You can see that East Boston is assessing sea level rise and imagining some alternatives to solve increasing flooding.  This slide is from the Climate Ready East Boston project, produced by their consultants in conjunction with a large group of local stakeholders.



Mass EEA M.V.P. program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness grant program (MVP) provides support for cities and towns in Massachusetts to begin the process of planning for resiliency. The state awards communities with funding to complete vulnerability assessments and develop action-oriented resiliency plans. Communities who complete the MVP program become certified as an MVP community and are eligible for follow-up grant funding and other opportunities.This map shows communities that are participating as of the end of 2017.  More MVP grants are expected to be available this year.



Example: Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital 
• In April 2013, Spaulding opened a new 132-bed facility in 

Charlestown which is a national model for environmental and 
inclusive design. 

• Certified LEED Gold for its commitment to renewable energy and 
sustainability it also is a national model for inclusive design. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The LEED design of this hospital included considerations for extreme heat, energy use reduction, sea level rise and restoration of adjacent habitat.



Governor Baker’s 
Resilience Bond legislation 

• $170 million- improvements and repairs to dams/seawalls and to 
implement coastal resiliency strategies 

• $50 million- planning and action grants to communities through the 
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program 

• $60 million- to implement the Commonwealth’s Integrated State Hazard 
Mitigation and Climate Adaptation Plan.  

• $125 million- community investment grant programs 
• $25 million- tree planting and forest land protection programs 
• $50 million- Mass DOT Complete Streets Program  
• $270 million- environmental programs at Mass DEP and other agencies, 

ranging from air and water quality monitoring to hazardous waste 
cleanup and the restoration of rivers, wetlands, streams, and lakes 

• $580 million- investment in deferred maintenance and recreational 
resource stewardship, including $25 million for expansion and 
interconnection of trails through the MassTrails program  

 

Baker-Polito administration files legislation committing over $1.4 billion to 
climate change, environmental protection, and community investments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On March 15, 2018 Governor Baker filed legislation to authorize over $1.4 billion in capital allocations for investments in safeguarding residents, municipalities and businesses from the impacts of climate change, protecting environmental resources, and investing in communities. 



Future DCR steps, actions 
Crew leaders brief the Mass Wildfire Crew 
on the day's assignment, tactics and safety 

concerns | Photo Mass DCR 

The DCR Ecology Program focuses on the 
identification, conservation, and 
stewardship of ecological resources on 
DCR properties | Photo Mass DCR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DCR is already undertaking numerous actions to protect the assets, functions and populations it serves, and will continue to assess vulnerabilities to natural hazards and climate change over time.  Next steps include a second workshop to consider critical assets and mitigation alternatives, and increased efforts to include climate change in all planning and construction activities, as time and resources permit.



Links to resources & data 

• Mass State Hazard Mitigation & Climate Adaptation Plan 
https://resilientma.com/ 

 
• UMass Northeast Climate Science Center 

https://necsc.umass.edu/ 
 

• Mass Climate Change Clearinghouse- coming soon 
 

• Mass Climate Change Adaptation Coalition 
https://www.massadapt.org/resources.php 
 

• NOAA Center for Environmental Information 
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-
201712 
 
 

https://resilientma.com/
https://necsc.umass.edu/
https://www.massadapt.org/resources.php
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-201712
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-201712
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-201712
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-201712
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/national-climate-201712


Thank you 
For additional information about the Commonwealth's 
integrated Hazard Mitigation and Climate Adaptation Plan: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Joy Duperault, CFM 
Director, Flood Hazard Management Program 
State NFIP Coordinator & Deputy Hazard Mitigation Officer 
Dept. of Conservation & Recreation, Office of Water Resources 
251 Causeway Street, 8th floor, Boston, MA 02114 
617-626-1406 or joy.duperault@state.ma.us 
 

mailto:joy.duperault@state.ma.us
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